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It's the softness of Aspen tumbled Sandstone that makes a space instantly warm and welcoming. The light 
colour palette features variations from pale grey to soft rose, with a decadent array of creamy hues in between. 
This elegant natural stone is delivered split and cut into random ashlar pieces, with a tumbled finish. This 
winning combination means every piece offers its own unique textural footprint. Your installer can use Aspen 
Random Ashlar Sandstone to craft a stonework pattern with or without a grout joint across both indoor and 
outdoor walls.

Ordering Details
Leadtime for product is 12 - 14 weeks unless instock

Sealing & Cleaning
Tumbled recommends Sealing all Natural Stone Tiles
For more information on caring for your natural stone please refer to our website www.tumbled.com.au

Please note
If you are installing your stone without a grout joint we recommend an extra 15-20% for wastage. This then 
allows the stonemason to cut and shape the stone to ensure the joints are butt-jointed. We also recommend 
the installer unpacks each crate of stone and use the mix of the sizes supplied. Tumbled will not exchange 
smaller pieces for larger pieces, it is the installers responsibility to use all the sizes supplied.

Stone Colour
Cream Neutrals

Tile Edges
Split & Tumbled

ASPEN RANDOM ASHLAR WALLING

Random Ashlar Walling
20 - 40 mm (Sold in 1 m2 Lots)

Random Ashlar Corners
20 - 40 mm (Sold in 1 Lineal Metre Lots)
Note 1 Lineal Metre equates to 0.3 m2 of Coverage
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